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Briefing Outline

Purpose
Background
Water Supply Strategies
Other Actions
Comparison of Draft City and State of Texas 2007 
Water Plan Legislative Issues 
Summary
Appendix A – Dallas Water Strategies Agenda and 
Letter
Appendix B - Fastrill Project
Appendix C - Water For Texas 2007 Volume I 
(Texas Water Development Board)
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Purpose of Briefing

Update Council on the progress related 
to the City’s water supply strategies
Discuss the State’s 2007 Draft Water 
Plan issues and DWU’s legislative 
agenda
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Background
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Planning Efforts
• Since 1822, at least one drought has hit 

somewhere in Texas every decade 
o Severe drought from 1951 - 57
o Salty water diverted from Red River
o City leaders vowed "never again"
o Series of  Long Range Plans initiated:    

1959, 1974, 1989, 2000,  and 2005
                      White Rock Lake – 1950’s

o Dallas’ planning processes have successfully met the City’s 
needs since then 

o Dallas participates in the State’s regional planning process 
as part of the Region C Planning Group

o Significant additional supply will be required to meet the 
needs of the City to the year 2060 and beyond
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Ongoing Water Planning 
Activities

Multifaceted approach for water planning to 
ensure that Dallas citizens and customers have 
adequate and safe drinking water
Measures include:

Conservation plan
Reuse plan
Connecting existing reservoirs
Looking for additional water resources
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Components of Water Supply 
Planning
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Water Supply 
Strategies
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Dallas Water Supply Strategies 
Adopted on March 9, 2005

Connect existing supplies to Dallas’ system
Lake Fork anticipated late 2008/early 2009
Lake Palestine by 2015

Recommended Strategies
Water Conservation
Contract for return flows
Additional direct reuse
Lake Ray Hubbard and Lake Lewisville indirect reuse
Lake Wright Patman flood pool reallocation
Construct Lake Fastrill
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Water Supply Strategies

Conservation (savings) Date 
Anticipated 

Additional 
Supply (MGD) 

cumulative

Implementation Plan and Status

Conservation (savings)

2010
2020
2030
2040
2050
2060

 15.70
22.30
28.30
34.50
40.80
47.40        

•April 13, 2005 Council approved the City’s 2005 Water 
Conservation Plan
•Additional conservation activities are in progress, including 
implementation of single and multi-family toilet rebate 
programs; implemenation of residential landscape audit 
program; continuation of minor leak repair/fixture 
replacemement program for low-income/seniors 
customers; commercial kitchens initiative consisting of free 
pre-rinse spray nozzles and replacement of high-flow 
plumbing fixtures; continuation of plumbing fixture 
replacements and landscape conversions in city facilities; 
expansion of the school Environmental Educational 
Initiative; and continuation of multi-media public awareness 
campaign
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Water Supply Strategies

Recycled Water
Date 

Anticipated 
Additional 

Supply (MGD)

Implementation Plan and Status

Direct Non-potable Use - 
Recycled Water 2010 18.25                

• Cedar Crest Golf Course began receiving treated effluent 
from Dallas’ Central WWTP
• Direct reuse implementation plan completed
• Preparing to select a consultant to formulate a reuse 
business plan.

Augmentation (indirect) 
through Lake Ray 
Hubbard and Lake 
Lewisville - recycled 
water

2012/
2022 120.00              

•Water Rights permit application submitted to TCEQ on May 1, 
2000
•Water Rights permit application declared administratively 
complete on December 5, 2001
•Awaiting TCEQ approval of Dallas' reuse permit.  
•Expect approval of Dallas' reuse permit by the end of Oct 
2006.                                                                                            
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Water Supply Strategies

Contract for Return 
Flows 

Date 
Anticipated 

Additional 
Supply (MGD) 

cumulative

Implementation Plan and Status

Contract for Return 
Flows

2010
2020
2030
2040
2050
2060

30.66         
39.92          
47.41          
54.10          
62.32          
71.02        

•Identifying wastewater discharges for potential return flow 
contract (i.e., obtain wastewater discharge permits for 
majority of discharges)
•Preparing boilerplate contract for return flows
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Water Supply Strategies

Connect Existing 
Water Supplies Date 

Anticipated 
Additional 

Supply (MGD)

Implementation Plan and Status

Lake Fork 2007 107.00              

•Pump Station Contract approved by Council August 24, 2005 
•Pipeline Design for final segment completed
•Pipeline contract anticipated in 4th Qtr FY06
•Pipeline Interconnect Structure will be awarded in FY 07
•Projected Completion of Lake Fork capital improvements is 
1st Qtr FY09

Lake Palestine 2015 100.00              

•Met with Tarrant Regional Water District (TRWD) to discuss 
bringing water from Lake Palestine through Cedar Creek 
Reservoir
•Compiling water quality data for Lake Palestine
•Pump Station site acquired along with a few high priority 
parcels
•Pipeline alignment must be determined
•Working on possible project scope with TRWD. 
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Water Supply Strategies

Obtain Water from 
Existing Reservoirs

Date 
Anticipated 

Additional 
Supply (MGD)

Implementation Plan and Status

Wright Patman Lake - 
Flood Pool Reallocation 2035 100.00              

• April 13, 2005 - City Council authorized the City of Dallas 
participation in a contract with the Sulphur River Basin 
Authority for participation in the Sulphur River Basin Wide 
Study in concert with the Corps of Engineers, specifically 
for the reallocation of Wright Patman.
• Draft contract prepared and submitted to Sulphur River 
Basin Authority (SRBA) for the Study...currently awaiting 
SRBA action
• Corps funding for a basin wide study is not available this 
FY, but a portion of work is going forward with SRBA and 
other north Texas regional water suppliers, to include basin 
wide data collection
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Water Supply Strategies
Develop New 
Reservoirs Date 

Anticipated 
Additional 

Supply (MGD)

Implementation Plan and Status

Lake Fastrill
(Additional detail is in 
Appendix C)

2045 100.00              

• April 13, 2005 - City Council authorized the City of Dallas 
participation in a feasibility study on the proposed Lake Fastrill; 
contract signed in October 2005
• Feasibility study finalized in Sep 2006.  Technical supplement 
on alternative refuge sites to be completed in Nov 2006
• Initial feasibility study indicated in April 2006 that: 
   1) Fastrill project was feasible, and could meet the multiple 
objectives of water supply and wildlife preservation by 
relocating the refuge to an alternate site 
   2) Reservoir footprint conflicts with the proposed Refuge
   3) The proposed refuge will contain significantly less 
bottomland hardwoods than other potential sites due to 
logging, and 3 other refuge sites along the Neches are equal 
to or better than the proposed Refuge
• Met with Dale Hall, USFWS Director, in April 2006 who 
requested that we work with the Texas Parks and Wildlife 
Service to look for alternate refuge sites which protect more 
bottomland hardwoods
• USFWS issued a FONSI for the North Neches Wildlife 
Refuge on June 12, 2006 prior to completion of alternate 
refuge site work (Additional funding will be needed)
• Will seek to define process for future actions for Fastrill
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Other Actions

Activties to Support the Maximization of Existing 
Reservoir Yield 

Implementation Plan and Status

Hydrologic Studies 
• Lake Ray Hubbard and Lake Tawakoni Yield 
Studies
• Lake Lewisville and Lake Ray Roberts Volumetric 
Surveys

• Yield Studies to be undertaken this FY to determine firm yield 
resulting from changing lake characteristics or operations
• Volumetric Surveys to determine changes in reservoir volume 
due to sedimentation…performed by the TWDB and partially 
funded by the Corps of Engineers

USGS Stream Gages Program Expansion • Upgrade stream gage below Lake Lewisville to a continuous 
read station
• Install 2 new gages to enhance Dallas' ability to manage Elm 
Fork of the Trinity water rights
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Other Actions

Alternative Water Strategies Activities

Toledo Bend Reservoir • Participation in discussions regarding possible reservation of water

Lake o' the Pines • Determine availability and cost of water

Ogallala Aquifer (groundwater) • Review Mesa proposal for water from the Ogallala aquifer
• In progress

Lake Texoma Water Quality and Red River Bromide Studies • Studies will assist in determining the treatability of water from Lake 
Texoma and the Red River
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Water Supply: The Path to 2060

Established Sources Expected Future Challenges
Total 
Need

(MGD)
• Ray Roberts/Lewisville Lake
• Grapevine
• Ray Hubbard
• Tawakoni
• Elm Fork of Trinity
• Lake Fork

• Lake Palestine (100.00 MGD)
• Conservation  (47.40 MGD)
• Direct Reuse  (18.25 MGD)

• Contract for Return Flows  (71.02 MGD)
• Indirect Reuse  (120.00 MGD)
• Wright Patman Flood Pool  (100.00 MGD)
• Fastrill  (100.00 MGD)

483.90                                        165.65                                           391.02                                                              1,040.57 

Note:  All values based on 2060 conditions; MGD = million gallons per day
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Issues Impacting Water Supply Strategy 
Implementation

Competing land uses
Impact of other State and Federal agencies
Environmental flows
Required coordination with other agencies and 
approval process
Permitting delays
Costs 
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City Legislative Issues and State of Texas 
2007 Water Plan

Draft City Legislative Agenda Water Issues State 2007 Draft Water Plan Legislative Issues

A. Support Dallas’ water supply strategies as identified by the 
Texas Water Development Board (TWDB) and included in the 2007 
State Water Plan (Dallas Legislative Proposals, page 18)
• Support legislation endorsing Dallas' water management strategies as 
included in the 2007 State Water Plan.
• Oppose legislative bills which if passed into law would circumvent the 
implementation of water supply strategies.

- Fastrill/Wright Patman

Reservoir Site and Mitigation Designation and Acquisition 
(Appendix C, page 11)
• The Legislature should designate all remaining viable reservoir sites 
of unique value for the construction of reservoirs for protection.
• The Legislature should designate all river or stream segments of 
unique ecological value for protection as mitigation.
• The Legislature should provide a mechanism to acquire viable 
reservoir sites and mitigation areas so they are available for 
development of additional water supplies.

A. Support Dallas’ water supply strategies as identified by the 
Texas Water Development Board (TWDB) and included in the 2007 
State Water Plan (Dallas Legislative Proposals, page 18)
• Support legislation endorsing Dallas' water management strategies as 
included in the 2007 State Water Plan.
• Oppose legislative bills which if passed into law would circumvent the 
implementation of water supply strategies.

 - Alternative Strategies

Expedited Amendment Process for Regional Plans  (Appendix C, 
page 22)
• The Legislature should provide statutory authority to allow for an 
expedited process for minor amendments to regional water plans.

B. Oppose any efforts to involuntarily modify existing water rights 
for environmental flows (Dallas Legislative Proposals, page 19)
• Oppose all legislation which would provide for the involuntary 
conversion of existing water rights to environmental flows. 
• Ensure that existing (i.e., municipal, domestic, irrigation, industrial, 
recreation, etc.) water rights are satisfied. 

Environmental Water Needs (Appendix C, page 18)
• The Legislature should enact statutory provisions balancing human 
water needs with the needs for instream flows, bay and estuary 
inflows, and the need for greater certainty in water right permitting. 

C. The Legislature should exempt water systems from TCEQ 
enforcement action due to treated water discharges related to water 
main breaks (Dallas Legislative Proposals, page 21)
• Support legislation which would exempt water discharges associated 
with water main breaks from enforcement action.  

NA
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City Legislative Issues and State of Texas 
2007 Water Plan

Draft City Legislative Agenda Water Issues State 2007 Draft Water Plan Legislative Issues

D. The Legislature should financially support water supply entities 
for water conservation strategies
(Dallas Legislative Proposals, page 22)
• Support legislation endorsing Dallas’ water conservation strategies as 
included in the 2006 Region C Water Plan and the 2007 State Water 
Plan. 

Water Conservation (Appendix C, page 19)
• The Legislature should review the Water Conservation and 
Implementation Task Force recommendations and implement those 
that will result in optimal levels of water-use efficiency and water 
conservation.

E. Interbasin transfer water rights should have the same priority 
date as the original water right 
(Dallas Legislative Proposals, page 23)
• Amend current state law to require interbasin transfer water rights to 
have the same priority date as the original water right.

Interbasin Transfers of Surface Water (Appendix C, page 16)
• The Legislature should provide statutory provisions that eliminate 
unreasonable restrictions on the voluntary transfer of surface water 
from one basin to another.

F. Protect existing multiuse water rights from emergency 
reauthorization for use by others (Dallas Legislative Proposals, 
page 24)
Amend state law to clarify that when a water right includes a single 
amount of water permitted for multiple purposes of use which include 
municipal and/or domestic use, the entire multiple use water right must 
be designated for municipal and/or domestic use and not subject to 
emergency authorization for use by other water suppliers. 

NA
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City Legislative Issues and State of Texas 
2007 Water Plan

Draft City Legislative Agenda Water Issues State 2007 Draft Water Plan Legislative Issues

G. Water right holders should be entitled to reuse their wastewater 
effluent without obtaining a new water right (Dallas Legislative 
Proposals, page 25)
• Amend state law to allow water rights holders to discharge and then 
subsequently divert and reuse treated wastewater return flows, including 
use of bed and banks and their own water facilities without unreasonably 
protracted permitting procedures.

Indirect Reuse (Appendix C, page 23)
The Legislature should develop policy in response to the following 
questions:
1) Under current law, is the use of wastewater effluent after discharge 
to a stream a use of "state water" subject to the laws of prior 
appropriation or is it subject to a different regulatory scheme?
2) Does current law allow effluent from different sources to be treated 
differently when evaluating a request to reuse the effluent?
3) Does current law provide for different treatment derived from future 
and existing return flows, regardless of source?
4) Who can obtain indirect reuse rights?
5) To what extent should protection be afforded to the environment in 
reuse permitting decisions? 

H. Protect existing water rights and supplies (Dallas Legislative 
Proposals, page 26)
• Oppose any efforts by the 2007 Texas Legislature to change state law 
to restrict or reduce the City’s ability to govern its own water resources, 
including water rights, treated and raw water within the City’s water 
system, and treated wastewater effluent. 

NA
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City Legislative Issues and State of Texas 
2007 Water Plan

Draft City Legislative Agenda Water Issues State 2007 Draft Water Plan Legislative Issues

I. The Legislature should not change state law rendering take-or 
pay contracts illegal (Dallas Legislative Proposals, page 27)
• Oppose all legislation which would outlaw take-or-pay water supply 
contracts, as it would be difficult for DWU to properly plan for future 
water supplies because the contracted amounts from year to year would 
vary.  

NA

J. Oppose new water and wastewater fees that are inequitable 
(Dallas Legislative Proposals, page 28)
• Oppose any attempts by the State legislature to collect from water 
utilities statewide fees to be used by the state to fund water and 
wastewater improvements in other areas of Texas. 
• Any fees collected from DWU and/or its customers should be made 
available for water and wastewater system improvements in Dallas or the 
Dallas service or planning area.

Financing Water Management Strategies (Appendix C, page 8)
• The Legislature should consider appropriating funds to the TWDB 
for debt service to assist local and regional water providers to fill the 
funding gap needed to implement water management strategies.
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Briefing Summary

Conclusions
Water is a key to the economic growth of the City and region
The addition of a new water source takes years to complete
Dallas needs to keep all options open for future water supplies
Continue activities associated with recommended water 
strategies
Active participation in 2007 State Legislature and support for 
legislative items are critical

Unanswered Question
Does the City continue to pursue Lake Fastrill?
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Appendix A

• Dallas Water Strategies Agenda and Letter
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Appendix B

• Fastrill Project
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Background

Council authorized the submission of water 
supply strategies to the Region C Water 
Planning Group for inclusion in the 2007 State 
Water Plan, including the Fastrill reservoir as a 
new water supply strategy
In March 2005, Council directed the Water 
Utilities Department to “Work with the Upper 
Neches River Municipal Water Authority and 
the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service to determine if 
the Fastrill Project can meet the multiple 
objectives of water supply and wildlife 
preservation.”
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Fastrill Reservoir

Fastrill was identified in a 1961 study for the Upper Neches 
River Municipal Water Authority (UNRMWA) as a potential 
reservoir site 
The USFWS proposed protection of bottomland hardwoods at 
various sites in 1985, one of which is in the Fastrill footprint
Fastrill was included as an alternate supply strategy in the 2002 
State water plan for Region I
Dallas, in its 2005 Long Range Water Supply Update, included 
Fastrill Reservoir as a possible site to obtain water for Dallas
Due to its proximity to Lake Palestine, the proposed Fastrill 
Reservoir can provide a substantial, sustainable, and reliable 
additional water supply for UNRMWA, Dallas, and their 
customers at a competitive cost with other potential projects
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Proposed Fastrill Reservoir 
Location and Refuge Site

DallasDallas
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Fastrill Reservoir System

Fastrill will cover approximately 25,000 acres
Firm yield estimated to be in the 125-135 MGD
Dallas’ objective is at least 100 MGD

Approximately 15% of the water supply will be 
allocated to stream flow requirements
Construction cost percentages shown below
Environmental factors are greater than dam and 
appurtenant costs
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Comparison of Alternatives Costs
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Proposed North Neches River National 
Wildlife Refuge Environmental 
Characteristics

The recent feasibility study indicated 
that due to harvesting and other 
activities, only 31% of proposed 
refuge is bottomland hardwoods

Bottomland hardwoods are  closed 
canopy woodlands that are 
periodically inundated by flooding.  
These generally occur in the Trinity, 
Neches-Angelina, Sabine and Red 
River watersheds

Vegetation cover in portions of the 
proposed NNRNWR is fragmented 
and subject to clear-cut

July 2005
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Fastrill Feasibility Study Results
The Council approved funding for a feasibility study for Lake 
Fastrill in coordination with the Upper Neches
Initial feasibility study indicated that:

Fastrill project was feasible, and could meet the multiple 
objectives of water supply and wildlife preservation by 
relocating the refuge to an alternate site
Reservoir footprint conflicts with the proposed Refuge
The proposed refuge will contain significantly less bottomland 
hardwoods than other potential sites due to logging, and other 
refuge sites along the Neches may be equal to or better than 
the proposed Refuge

Met with Mr. Dale Hall in April 2006, the Director of the 
USFWS to discuss draft findings
Met with the Texas Parks and Wildlife (TPWD) and the 
regional USFWS office at Mr. Hall’s request

Mr. Hall signed the Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) on 
June 11, 2006 prior to the completion of the team’s work
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Timeline of Meetings

Met with Dale Hall (Director, USFWS) in 
Washington, D.C. on April 3, 2006
Met with Bob Cook (Executive Director, TPWD) 
and Key TPWD and USFWS Technical Staff in 
Austin on April 20, 2006
Technical/Scientific Team Meeting #1 on May 10, 
2006 in Austin
Upper Neches and HDR meet with Temple-Inland 
(large landowner) on May 23
Dale Hall Approves North Neches River National 
Wildlife Refuge Creation on June 11
Technical/Scientific Team Meeting #2 on July 18 in 
Austin
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Priority 1 Sites

• Other Priority 1 Sites are 
available in the Neches 
River Basin per the 
USFWS study, May 
1985

• Recently, a team put 
together by HDR found 
other sites which may be 
equal to or better for 
environmental purposes 
than the North Neches 
Refuge site 
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Comparison of Possible Refuge Sites
La ndc ov e r  C l a ssi f i c a t i on S umma r y  ( Ac r e s)
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The percentage of bottomland hardwood acreage within three of four potential 
alternative preservation sites evaluated exceeds that within the proposed NRNWR.
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Support for Fastrill Project

Governor Perry (10/13/05 letter to USFWS): “I urge you 
not to concur with the Region 2 Director’s recommendation to 
grant project status to the Neches River Wildlife Refuge…I 
further request that you work with the people of Dallas and the 
authority to find a solution that accomplishes the goals both for 
Texas and the nation.  By working together…a solution can be 
reached whereby future Texans can be assured of adequate 
water resources while at the same time preserving prime 
bottomland hardwoods and wildlife habitat.”
Texas Water Development Board (11/15/05 letter to 
USFWS): “The TWDB urges the USFWS to work in 
cooperative fashion…to achieve a solution that will not prevent 
the development of Fastrill Reservoir…Such cooperation could 
result in the protection of an area that is of better quality and 
potentially larger in size than the proposed site.”
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Support for Fastrill Project

Other letters include: 
Texas Senator Todd Staples
The Jacksonville Development Corp
The Jacksonville Chamber of Commerce
The Commissioners Court of Cherokee 
County 

Texas State Senate resolution (sponsored by 
Todd Staples)
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State Reservoir Site Study

The Texas Water Development Board has funded a 
study to identify potential new reservoir sites and 
associated mitigation areas in the State
This study will look at all sites previously identified 
and determine if they are still viable
Study is scheduled to be completed by December 31, 
2006
Fastrill likely to be included in this study
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Appendix C

• Draft State 2007 Water Plan, Volume I

• Available on the web at:
http://www.twdb.state.tx.us/publications/reports/State_Water_Plan/2007/vol%20I_draft.pdf

http://www.twdb.state.tx.us/publications/reports/State_Water_Plan/2007/vol I_draft.pdf




 





 



1Highlights of the 2007 State Water Plan

Volume I   
Highlights of the 2007 State Water Plan



 Water for Texas 2007

This water plan marks the 50th anniversary of the 
end of the drought of record Texas experienced from 
1950–1957. It also marks the 50th anniversary of 
the creation of the Texas Water Development Board, 
established by the citizens of Texas to develop a state 
water plan and finance water supply projects to ensure 
that the catastrophic consequences of the drought of 
the 1950s would not be repeated in the future. Water 
for Texas—2007 is the eighth state water plan since 1957 
and the second developed as a result of the nationally 
recognized regional water planning process in Texas.

At the same time the 2007 State Water Plan was being 
drafted from May 2005 to August 2006, the citizens 
of Texas were once again reminded of the many dire 
consequences that drought can have on our people, our 
economy, and our environment. The negative impact 
of the 2005–2006 drought on agriculture may be worse 
than any drought since the drought of the 1950s. 
Wildfires in the winter and spring of 2006 burned 
over 1.9 million acres of land, a number of homes and 
buildings, and resulted in the loss of human life. Water 
supplies to both large and small water supply systems 
have been seriously threatened during this drought. 
Water use has been restricted in almost every region  
of the state as a result of declining water supplies. As 
of August 2006, when the draft 2007 State Water Plan 
was released, there was no relief projected for this 
drought from long range forecasts for most of the state.

Volume I   
Highlights of the 2007 State Water Plan

Why do we plan?
Simply put, we plan so that Texas will have 
enough water in the future to sustain our 
cities and rural communities, our farms and 
ranches, our businesses and industries, and 
the environment. While Texas is blessed with 
an abundance of natural resources, water is 
sometimes in short supply, particularly during 
periods of drought. Texas has a long history 
of droughts, and there are more to come. 
Our state also has one of the fastest growing 
populations in the country. In 1950, only  
8 million people lived in Texas. In 2002, 
nearly 21 million people called Texas home, 
and another 25 million will likely arrive 
by 2060. A growing population, combined 
with Texas’ vulnerability to drought, 
makes water supply a crucial issue.

Texas must ensure that its water supplies 
are dependable in times of drought and, 
at the same time, can support a growing 
population and economy. To do this, we 
must plan far in advance. The Texas Water 
Development Board (TWDB) is the state’s 
lead water planning and financing agency 
and is responsible for preparing and adopting 
the state water plan. It is important that 
water plans are updated regularly to reflect 
and respond to changes in population, water 
availability, technological improvements, 
information, and policy. Because the 
Legislature recognizes the importance of 
water to the future of Texas, it requires 
the development of a state water plan.

How do we plan?
Water planning in Texas is based on a 
“bottom-up,” consensus-driven approach. 
The state is divided into 16 regional 
water planning areas (Figure 1). Each 
planning area is represented by a planning 
group that consists of about 20 members 
representing a variety of interests, including 
agriculture, industry, environment, public, 
municipalities, business, water districts, 
river authorities, water utilities, counties, 
and power generation. Each planning group 
evaluates population projections, water 
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demand projections, and existing water 
supplies available during drought. Based 
on this information, each planning group 
identifies who will not have enough water, 
recommends strategies and projects that 
could be implemented to obtain more 
water, and estimates the costs of these 
strategies and projects. Once the planning 
group adopts the regional water plan, the 
plan is sent to the TWDB for approval. 
The TWDB then compiles information 
from the regional water plans and other 
sources to develop the state water plan. 
The entire process is open to the public.

How many Texans will there be?
Population in Texas is expected to more than 
double between the years 2000 and 2060, 
growing from about 21 million to about 
46 million (Figure 2). The growth rates, 
however, will vary considerably across the 
state. While some areas will double or even 
triple their populations, others will grow only 
slightly, and still others will lose population. 
Forty-three counties and 297 cities are 
projected to at least double their population 
by 2060, but 45 counties and 137 cities are 
expected to lose population or remain the 
same. The rest are expected to grow slightly.

Highlights of the 2007 State Water Plan

Region F

Brazos G

Panhandle (A)

East
Texas (I)

Region C

Region H
Plateau (J)

Region B

Far West
Texas (E)

Llano
Estacado (O)

South Central
Texas (L)

Rio
Grande
(M)

Coastal
Bend (N)

Lower
Colorado (K)

North
East

Texas (D)

Lavaca
(P)

Figure 1. The 16 regional water planning areas.



4  Water for Texas 2007

How much water do we have now?
Water supplies—the amount of water that can 
be produced with current permits, current 
contracts, and existing infrastructure during 
drought—are projected to decrease about  
18 percent, from about 17.9 million acre-
feet in 2010 to about 14.6 million acre-
feet in 2060 (Figure 4). Water supplies are 
from three primary sources: surface water, 
groundwater, and reuse water. Surface 
water supplies are projected to decrease 
about 7 percent, from about 9.0 million 
acre-feet in 2010 to about 8.4 million acre-
feet in 2060. This decrease in surface water 
supply is primarily due to the accumulation 
of sediments in reservoirs. Groundwater 
supplies are projected to decrease 32 
percent, from about 8.5 million acre-feet in 

How much water will we require?
Although the population of Texas is expected 
to double over the next 60 years, the demand 
for water in Texas will increase by only  
27 percent, from almost 17 million acre-feet 
of water in 2000 to a projected demand of  
22 million acre-feet in 2060 (Figure 3). 
Demand for municipal water is expected 
to increase from 4 million acre-feet in 
2010 to just over 8 million acre-feet in 
2060. However, demand for agricultural 
irrigation water is expected to decrease, 
from 10 million acre-feet per year in 
2010 to approximately 9 million acre-feet 
per year in 2060, due to more efficient 
irrigation systems, reduced groundwater 
supplies, and the transfer of water rights 
from agriculture to municipal uses. 
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Figure 2. Projected population growth.
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Figure 3. Projected water demand.



2010 to about 5.8 million acre-feet in 2060. 
This decrease is primarily due to reduced 
supply from the Ogallala Aquifer as a result 
of depletion and reduced supply from 
the Gulf Coast Aquifer due to mandatory 
reductions in pumping to prevent land 
surface subsidence. Supply from water 
reuse—the use of water after it has already 
been used—is expected to be about 370,000 
acre-feet per year between 2010 and 2060.

Do we have enough water  
for the future?

We do not have enough water today to 
meet the demand for water in the future 

during times of drought. If Texas does not 
implement new water supply projects 
or management strategies, then homes, 
businesses, and agricultural enterprises 
throughout the state are expected to 
need an additional 3.7 million acre-feet 
of water in 2010 and an additional 8.8 
million acre-feet in 2060 (Figure 5).

What can we do to get more water?
The planning groups identified about 4,500 
water management strategies to generate 
additional water supplies for Texas during 
drought. A water management strategy is 
a specific plan to increase water supply or 
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maximize existing supply to meet a specific 
need. If these strategies are implemented, 
Texas will increase its water supplies by  
3.4 million acre-feet per year by 2010 and 
8.9 million acre-feet per year by 2060  
(Figure 6). The water management 
strategies include municipal and agricultural 
conservation, reservoirs, wells, water reuse, 
desalination plants, and other strategies. 
Additional municipal water conservation 
strategies would result in about 609,000 acre-
feet per year of water by 2060. Additional 
irrigation conservation strategies would 
result in about 1.4 million acre-feet per 
year by 2060. Fourteen new major reservoirs 

would result in about 1.1 million acre-feet 
per year by 2060. Additional water wells 
would result in about 800,000 acre-feet per 
year by 2060. Additional water reuse would 
result in about 1.3 million acre-feet per year 
by 2060. Desalination projects would result 
in about 320,000 acre-feet per year by 2060.

What will it cost?
The planning groups also estimated how 
much the 4,500 water management strategies 
would cost to implement. Total capital costs, 
which primarily consist of up-front money 
needed to design, construct, or implement 
strategies, are about $30.7 billion. Based on 
surveys conducted as part of the planning 
process, local jurisdictions indicate that 
a significant part of the total costs can be 
borne by local sponsors. However, the local 
jurisdictions identified specific funding needs 
that the state could fill. Therefore, the TWDB 
recommends that the Legislature consider 
providing $90.1 million to pay for debt 
service on $929.6 million in bonds to ensure 
Texas has enough water for the future. 

What if we do nothing?
Projected water shortages during drought 
could cost businesses and workers in the 
state approximately $9.1 billion in 2010. By 
2060, this figure increases to roughly $98.4 
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billion. The loss of state and local business 
taxes associated with lost commerce could 
amount to $466 million in 2010 and $5.4 
billion in 2060. If we do nothing, about 85 
percent of the state’s projected population 
will not have enough water by 2060.

What can we do now?
The planning groups noted several issues  
that the Legislature should consider 
addressing to help implement the 
state water plan and ensure Texas has 
water for the future.  Based on these 
planning group recommendations, 
the TWDB developed Legislative 
recommendations on the following issues:
• financing of recommended water 

management strategies;
• reservoir site designation and  

acquisition;
• interbasin transfers of water;
• environmental water needs;
• water conservation;
• expedited amendment process  

for regional water plans; and
• indirect reuse.
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TWDB Policy Recommendations 
to the Legislature

The specific TWDB Legislative policy 
recommendations are included at the 
beginning of each issue section below and is 
followed by a general summary of each issue.

Issue: Financing Water 
Management Strategies

The Legislature should consider appropriating 
funds to the TWDB for debt service to assist 
local and regional water providers to fill 
the funding gap needed to implement water 
management strategies in the 2007 State Water 
Plan. An investment of $90.1 million for the 
2008-2009 biennium would provide $929.6 
million in projects to begin the effort. A total 
investment of $875 million between 2008 and 
2020 will provide $1.7 billion in projects.

The Legislature should maintain the 
existing state programs for water and 
wastewater infrastructure financing.

Capital costs for recommended water 
management strategies in the 2007 
State Water Plan are about $30.7 billion. 
Estimates of capital costs included both 
the direct costs of constructing facilities, 
such as materials, labor, and equipment, 
and the indirect expenses associated with 

8

construction activities, such as costs for 
engineering studies, legal counsel, land 
acquisition, contingencies, environmental 
mitigation, interest during construction, 
and permitting fees.  Capital costs do not 
include funds for internal water distribution 
systems and wastewater infrastructure, but 
only costs associated with getting water 
supply to a system, which can include cost 
of treatment plants. Based on planning 
group infrastructure financing surveys 
for the municipal water supply water 
management strategies totaling $29.3 billion 
recommended in their 2006 Regional Water 
Plans, the water providers that responded 
estimated that $2.1 billion in state financial 
assistance would be needed between now 
and 2060.  As reported in the surveys,  
nearly 91 percent of the $30.7 billion  
in total cost for implementation of the 
2007 State Water Plan is anticipated to 
be provided by project sponsors through 
traditional financing mechanisms. 
However, of the $2.1 billion needed 
from the state, over $1.7 billion will be 
needed by 2020. If water management 
strategies from the state water plan 
are not implemented, approximately 80 
percent of the state’s projected population 
will not have enough water in 2020. 
Projected shortfalls are estimated to be 
about 4.9 million acre-feet of water.
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Factors that contribute to the funding 
gap and the need for additional state 
financial assistance include the following: 

• Increasing cost burdens on local 
water providers and governments—
Municipalities and other entities that 
provide water and wastewater services 
in Texas are now facing a more difficult 
financial future than they have in the 
past several decades. Over the years, 
reductions in federal support for new 
capacity and rehabilitation of existing 
infrastructure are increasing the 
financial burden on local communities. 
This increase in responsibility is coming 
at a time when real interest rates are 
rising and sources of new water supplies 
are becoming increasingly scarce and 
expensive. Moreover, operating and 
maintenance costs have escalated in 
recent years due to rising energy costs 
that place an additional strain on the 
budgets of local utilities. Population 
growth also increases the financial 
burden on local governments for non-
water related infrastructure including: 
new roads; schools; law enforcement; 
and other public service facilities. 
These services provide more apparent 
and highly publicized benefits and jobs 
for communities when compared to 
water and wastewater infrastructure 
projects. Delays in implementing 
water and wastewater infrastructure 
projects can result in increased costs 
and shorter time frames for project 
implementation and increases the 
risk that water supply projects do 
not provide for sufficient supplies 
when severe drought strikes again.  

• Timing issues of implementing large-
scale water supply projects—Without 
state assistance, many communities 
may not actively plan and build needed 
improvements. Under current legal and 
regulatory requirements, constructing 
large-scale water supply projects requires 
up to 10 years for planning, permitting, 
design, and construction before water 
flows through the pipes. Often, local 
project sponsors are reluctant to 
approve large capital expenditures for 
projects that will take many years to 
realize benefits to the community. 

• Financial constraints in rural, and/
or economically disadvantaged 
communities—Small, rural and 
economically disadvantaged areas in 
Texas are particularly hard pressed to 
raise the necessary capital for water 
projects for a simple reason – ratepayers 
in these communities are too small and 
lack sufficient income to pay the rate 
increases required to obtain traditional 
financing to improve or maintain 
existing water infrastructure to meet 
minimum regulatory requirements. 
These types of communities are far less 
likely to be able to implement water 
management strategies that will ensure 
their water supplies are dependable 
enough to withstand drought.  

The TWDB’s existing State Participation Fund 
and Water Infrastructure Fund can assist the 
state in providing the financial assistance 
to fill the gap needed to implement water 
management strategies that will provide 
Texas with sufficient quantities of water 
under drought conditions. An investment of 
$90.1 million for the 2008-2009 biennium 
would provide $929.6 million in projects. A 
total investment of $875 million between 
2008 and 2020 would provide $1.7 billion in 
projects (Table 1).  The TWDB estimates of 
the amount of investment needed is based 
on a combination of debt service on general 
obligation bonds and grants to respond to 
the needs indicated in the Infrastructure 
Finance Survey for the 2007 State Water 
Plan.  This recommendation is consistent 
with current authorizations in statutes and 
requires appropriations by the Legislature.
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Table 1. Total recommended financing and appropriations for municipal water supply projects 
identified in the 2007 State Water Plan (monetary figures reported in millions of dollars)

Fiscal year 2008 2009
Biennium 

totals
2010–
2020

Total 
(2008–
2020)

Funding for project implementation

Loans and payment deferrals for  
construction for excess project capacity  
(State Participation Program) 

$158.0 $158.0 $316.0 $410.7 $726.7

Loans and payment deferrals for construction of 
nonexcess capacity and support for design and 
permitting costs (Water Infrastructure Fund) 

$320.7 $155.5 $476.2 $308.0 $784.20

Loans for projects that do not meet  
criteria of the State Participation Program  
(Water Infrastructure Fund)

$32.2 $58.5 $90.7 $47.7 $138.4

Grants for economically distressed areas  
(Water Infrastructure Fund) $9.8 $18.1 $27.9 $0 $27.9

Grants and loans for projects in rural areas 
(Water Infrastructure Fund) $6.6 $12.2 $18.8 $0 $18.8

Total $527.3 $402.3 $929.6 $766.4 $1,696.0

Projected appropriations 

Loans and payment deferrals for construction 
for excess project capacity (State Participation 
Program) 

$9.8 $19.4 $29.2 $220.8 $250.0

Loans and payment deferrals for construction of 
nonexcess capacity and support for design and 
permitting costs (Water Infrastructure Fund) 

$24.4 $21.8 $46.2 $469.6 $515.8

Loans for projects that do not meet  
criteria of the State Participation Program  
(Water Infrastructure Fund)

$2.0 $7.2 $9.2 $56.1 $65.3

Grants for economically distressed areas  
(Water Infrastructure Fund) $0.9 $2.5 $3.4 $27.5 $30.9

Grants and loans for projects in rural areas 
(Water Infrastructure Fund) $0.6 $1.5 $2.1 $10.9 $13.0

Total $37.6 $52.4 $90.1 $784.9 $875.0
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Issue: Reservoir Site Designation 
and Acquisition

The Legislature should designate all remaining 
viable reservoir sites of unique value for the 
construction of reservoirs for protection under 
Texas Water Code, Section 16.051(g) that are 
identified by the TWDB and planning groups in 
the 2006 Regional Water Plans and the 2007 
State Water Plan and any other feasible sites 
needed beyond the 50-year regional and state 
water planning horizon identified by TWDB-
funded research currently in progress.  

The Legislature should designate all river or 
stream segments of unique ecological value 
recommended in the 2006 Regional Water 
Plans and the 2007 State Water Plan for 
protection under Texas Water Code, Section 
16.051(g) as mitigation for future reservoirs.

In addition, the Legislature should provide a 
mechanism to acquire viable reservoir sites 
and possibly associated mitigation areas so 
that they are available for development of 
additional surface water supplies to meet the 
future water supply needs of Texas identified in 
the 2006 Regional Water Plans and also water 
supply needs that will occur beyond the 50 year 
regional and state water planning horizon.

Prior to the adoption of the 2006 Regional 
Water Plans, a progressive de-emphasis on 
building new reservoirs in Texas was evident 
in both historical reservoir-development 
patterns and chronological editions of 
Texas’ state water plans. By 1950, Texas 
had constructed approximately 60 major 
reservoirs (5,000 acre-feet or greater of 
conservation storage capacity). Reservoir 
development was most prolific between 1950 
and 1980, when the number grew to a total 

of 179. The pace of construction began to 
slow in the 1970s and through the remainder 
of the 20th Century as a result of the reduced 
number of potentially high-quality reservoir 
sites, environmental issues or concerns, and 
increasing costs of reservoir development. 
Texas currently has 196 major reservoirs. Ten 
reservoirs which were able to hold more than 
5,000 acre-feet of water at conservation pool 
elevation upon initial impoundment are now 
no longer able to due to sedimentation and 
are currently classified as minor reservoirs.

Over time, Texas’ state water plans have 
reflected this slowdown in reservoir 
development. The 1984 State Water 
Plan identified 65 major reservoir sites 
and allocated water from 44 of the new 
reservoirs to meet needs through 2030. 
The 1990 State Water Plan included 20 new 
reservoirs.  In contrast, the 1997 and 2002 
state water plans each recommended only 
eight major reservoirs to meet needs for 
additional water supplies through 2050. 
Major reservoir projects absolutely must 
remain a strong and viable tool in our water-
development toolbox if the state is to meet 
its future water supply needs. Recognizing 
this, planning groups have recommended 14 
new major reservoirs as water management 
strategies in their 2006 Regional Water Plans 
to meet future water supply needs (Figure 7).

A number of factors will determine 
whether or not the major reservoirs 
recommended in the 2006 Regional Water 
Plans will actually be developed. One of 
the primary factors involves the reservoir 
site itself, and the manner in which the 
state addresses issues associated with 
preserving the viability of the reservoir site 
for future reservoir construction purposes.

Certain governmental actions, such as the 
development of public utility infrastructure 
or actions by federal, state, or local 
governments to protect natural ecosystems 
located within the reservoir footprint 
can significantly impact the viability of a 
site for future construction of a proposed 
reservoir. Development of the proposed 
Waters Bluff Reservoir on the main stem 
of the Sabine River was prevented in 
1986 by the establishment of a private 
conservation easement. In addition, the 
proposed Lake Fastrill, which is included 
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in the 2006 Region C Water Plan and the 
2007 State Water Plan as a recommended 
water management strategy to meet the 
future water supply needs of the City of 
Dallas, is a current and significant case-in-
point. Land located within the reservoir’s 
footprint is also included within the recently 
designated Neches River National Wildlife 
Refuge. If the designation of the Neches 
River National Wildlife Refuge by the 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service prevails in 
any legal challenges, it would effectively 
preclude future use of the site for 
development of the proposed Lake Fastrill.

Major and minor reservoirs recommended
in the regional water plans to meet needs

Recommended minor reservoir

Recommended major reservoir

Goldthwaite

Reservoir
Wheeler Branch

Brushy Creek

Lake 08
Lake 07

Cedar Ridge

Texana
Stage II

Nueces off-channel
reservoir

(off channel)

Little
River

Lake
Columbia

Ralph
Hall

Lower
Bois d'Arc

Marvin
Nichols

Brownsville
Weir

Allens
Creek

Fastrill

Figure 7. Location of recommended major and minor reservoirs. 
Major reservoirs hold more than 5,000 acre-feet of water.
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Lack of action by the state legislature 
in protecting reservoir sites has been 
cited as a problem in precluding 
federal actions that would otherwise be 
considered as circumventing the state’s 
primacy over water in the state.

On April 17, 2006, the TWDB approved a 
contract for a research project that will 
review the potential viability of reservoir 
projects that have been identified and/or 
recommended in the past 40 years of state, 
regional, and local water planning. The 
major objective of this research, which is 
scheduled to be completed by December 1, 
2006, will be to identify the remaining viable 
reservoir sites in the state that are most 
suitable for protection and/or acquisition.

Designation of Sites of Unique Value 
for the Construction of Reservoirs
Texas Water Code, Sections 16.051(e) and 
16.053(e)(6) provide that state and regional 
water plans shall identify any sites of unique 
value for the construction of reservoirs that 
the planning groups or TWDB recommend 
for protection. Texas Water Code, Section 
16.051(f) provides for legislative designation 

of sites of unique value for the construction 
of a reservoir. By statute, this designation 
means that a state agency or political 
subdivision of the state may not obtain 
a fee title or an easement that would 
significantly prevent the construction 
of a reservoir on a designated site.

Designation by the Texas Legislature 
provides a limited but important measure 
of protection of proposed reservoir sites 
for future development. Issues may arise 
regarding the level of protection legislative 
designation provides vis-à-vis certain federal 
actions. In addition, Texas Water Code, 
Sections 16.051(e) and 16.053(e)(6) also 
provide that state and regional water plans 
shall identify river and stream segments of 
unique ecological value that the planning 
groups or TWDB recommend for protection. 
Texas Water Code, 16.051(f) also provides 
for legislative designation of river or stream 
segments of unique ecological value. By 
statute, this designation means that a state 
agency or political subdivision of the state 
may not finance the actual construction 
of a reservoir in a specific river or stream 
segment that the Legislature has designated 
as having unique ecological value.
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In some areas of the state, protection of 
critical habitats via designation of river 
or stream segments of unique ecological 
value may be in competition with water 
supply projects. As previously noted, the 
Legislature may designate ecologically 
unique river and stream segments and also 
unique sites for reservoir construction. A 
stream reach with significant bottomland 
hardwoods, for instance, may be eligible 
for either designation. It was suggested 
in the 2002 State Water Plan that these 

Unique reservoir sites

Already designated

Major reservoir sites recommended

Minor reservoir sites recommended

Brushy Creek

Wheeler Branch
Reservoir

Goldthwaite

Allens
Creek

Lake
Columbia

Post

Nueces off-channel
reservoir

Brownsville
Weir

Lake 08
Lake 07

Cedar Ridge

Little River
(off-channel)

Texana Stage II

Ringgold

Little
River

Muenster
Lake
Ralph
Hall

Lower
Bois d'Arc

Marvin
Nichols

Bedias

Tehuacana
Creek

Lake
Fastrill

Figure 8. Unique reservoir sites recommended by the planning groups.

designation processes could be linked 
to protect certain ecologically unique 
stream reaches as habitat mitigation areas 
associated with specific water supply 
projects, thus creating a balanced outcome.

There are 19 recommended unique  
reservoir sites (Figure 8) and 15 re-
commended unique stream segments. 
Seven of the unique stream segments 
are for Region E (Figure 9), and eight 
are for Region H (Figure 10).
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Harris

Polk

Leon

Liberty

Brazoria

Trinity

Walker

Austin

Fort Bend

Montgomery

W
aller

Chambers

Madison

Galveston

Austin Bayou

Bastrop Bayou
Cedar Lake Creek

Armand BayouBig Creek

Oyster Bayou

Big Creek

Menard Creek
San

Jacinto

Figure 10. Unique stream segments recommended 
by Region H.

Brewster

Presidio

Hudspeth

Terrell

Culberson

Jeff Davis

El Paso

Independence Creek

Rio Grande

Alamito Creek

Cienega Creek

Davis Mountains Preserve Streams

Choza Creek

McKittrick Canyon Creek

Figure 9. Unique stream segments 
recommended by Region E.

Aquisition and Protection of 
Land for Future Development 
of Surface Water Supplies
In the 1984 State Water Plan, the 
Texas Department of Water Resources 
recommended a number of integrated actions 
to protect suitable sites for future reservoir 
development. These actions included:

• Creation by the Legislature of a 
State Reservoir Site Development 
Easement System to provide the 
Department of Water Resources with 
limited eminent domain power for 
the purpose of restricting certain land 
uses that would preclude reservoir 
construction within sites designated as 
suitable for reservoir development.

• Creation by the Legislature of a 
Reservoir Site Acquisition Fund to 
be administered by the Texas Water 
Development Board for the purpose of 
preserving future reservoir sites, and

• Appropriation by the Legislature of  
$100 million in each successive biennium 
to the Reservoir Site Acquisition 
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Fund to compensate landowners for 
easements and land options to secure 
lands for reservoir site preservation.

The 1984 State Water Plan recognized, in its 
discussion of these recommended actions, 
that implementation will directly impact 
the traditional emphasis upon protection 
of rights of landowners in areas outside 
of municipalities and that the proposed 
actions must include proper mechanisms for 
reservoir site designation and preservation 
and ways to mitigate the local tax effects of 
such actions.  Also, it is noted that between 
the time a reservoir site is selected and 
construction is initiated, the value of land 
and improvements escalate due to market 
forces and that protection of reservoir 
sites from commercial development and 
inordinate price increases will require 
new legal and public policy approaches. 
In a broad context, the 1984 State Water 
Plan recommendations and discussion 
of issues related to the preservation of 
reservoir sites continue to be relevant.

Texas Water Code, Chapter 15, Subchapter E 
contains provisions for a Storage Acquisition 
Program to be administered by the TWDB. 
These provisions, enacted into law primarily 
by the 67th Texas Legislature (1981) and 
69th Texas Legislature (1985), established a 
Storage Acquisition Fund and authorize the 
TWDB to use the fund for certain projects 
including the design, acquisition, lease, 
construction, reconstruction, development, 
or enlargement in whole or part of any 
existing or proposed water storage project.

Texas Water Code, Chapter 16, Subchapter 
E contains provisions authorizing the TWDB 
to use the state participation account of the 
development fund to encourage optimum 
regional development of projects including 
the design, acquisition, lease, construction, 
reconstruction, development, or enlargement 
in whole or part of reservoirs and other 
projects. A recent example of the TWDB’s 
use of state participation authorization 
for this purpose was its approval in 
2004 to provide $10 million in financial 
assistance to the Angelina and Neches River 
Authority to develop an environmental 
impact survey on and to purchase most 
of the fee title land necessary to build 
the Lake Columbia in Cherokee County.

It should be noted that prior to using the 
Storage Acquisition Fund (Texas Water 
Code, Chapter 15) and state participation 
account (Texas Water Code, Chapter 
16) for eligible projects the statute 
requires that the TWDB must find that it 
is reasonable to expect that the state will 
recover its investment in the project.

Issue: Interbasin Transfers  
of Surface Water

The Legislature should provide statutory 
provisions that eliminate unreasonable 
restrictions on the voluntary transfer of 
surface water from one basin to another.

Interbasin transfers of surface water have 
been an important, efficient, and effective 
means of meeting the diverse water supply 
needs of an ever increasing population 
in Texas. According to Texas Commission 
on Environmental Quality data, there 
have been approximately 193 interbasin 
transfer permits issued either for existing 
or planned water supply projects. These 
interbasin transfers are, or will be, used 
to meet a wide variety of water supply 
demands including municipal, manufacturing, 
steam-electric power generation, and 
irrigated agriculture demands.

Both the historical and current importance 
of interbasin transfers across the state is 
illustrated by an examination of projects 
such as the interbasin transfer of water 
from Lake Meredith in the Canadian River 
Basin to 11 cities in the Canadian, Brazos, 
and Colorado river basins on the High Plains 
of Texas. Since the original delivery of 
water from Lake Meredith on April 1, 1968, 
by the Canadian River Municipal Water 
Authority, this project has served as the 
primary source of water supply for the cities 
of Amarillo, Brownfield, Borger, Lamesa, 
Levelland, Lubbock, O’Donnell, Pampa, 
Plainview, Slaton, and Tahoka. Without this 
project, local groundwater supplies from 
the Ogallala Aquifer, in many cases already 
severely depleted, would not have been 
able to meet the increasing municipal and 
manufacturing demands of the region.

Prior to the passage of Senate Bill 1, 
75th Legislative Session (1997), Texas 
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Water Code, Section 11.085 was 
titled Interwatershed Transfers and 
contained the following provisions:

• Prohibited transfers of water from one 
watershed to another to the prejudice 
of any person or property within the 
watershed from which the water is taken; 

• Required a permit from the Texas 
Commission on Environmental 
Quality to move water from 
one watershed to another; 

• Required the Texas Commission 
on Environmental Quality to hold 
hearings to determine any rights that 
might be affected by a proposed 
interwatershed transfer, and 

• Prescribed civil penalties for violations 
of these statutory requirements.  

In Senate Bill 1, 75th Legislative Session, 
Texas Water Code, Section 11.085 was 
amended to replace the above provisions 
with significantly expanded requirements 
for obtaining an interbasin transfer 
authorization.  Since the amendments to the 
Texas Water Code requirements for interbasin 

transfers in 1997, there has been a significant 
drop in the amount of interbasin transfer 
authorizations issued. According to Texas 
Commission on Environmental Quality data, 
only two interbasin transfer authorizations 
that were subject to those provisions have 
been granted since the passage of Senate 
Bill 1 in 1997. There has been a significant 
amount of public discussion about whether 
the 1997 amendments to Texas Water Code, 
Section11.085 have had a negative effect on 
issuance of interbasin transfer authorizations.
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Issue: Environmental  
Water Needs

The Legislature should enact statutory provisions 
similar to those in Article 1, House Committee 
Substitute Senate Bill 3, 79th Legislative 
Session considering recommendations from the 
Environmental Flows Advisory Committee, in 
light of the importance of balancing human water 
needs with the needs for instream flows and bay 
and estuary freshwater inflows and the need for 
greater certainty in water right permitting.

Debate continues in the state as to how 
much and by what means water should be 
provided to the environment for instream 
flows and freshwater inflows to bays and 
estuaries.  It is important for water planners 
and surface water right permit applicants to 
have greater certainty or predictability in 
how environmental flow conditions will be 
determined in the water rights permitting 
process. The state, through the TWDB, the 
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality, 

and the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department, 
has studied the environmental inflow needs 
for bays and estuaries since 1977.  However, 
the results of those studies have not obtained 
wide-spread acceptance and are not readily 
incorporated into the water rights permitting 
and regional water planning processes. In 
addition, these agencies were directed 
by the 77th Legislature to conduct priority 
instream flow studies, resulting in the Texas 
Instream Flows Program that is currently in 
progress, ultimately diverting resources away 
from the agencies’ bay and estuary studies.

In 2003, the Study Commission on Water for 
Environmental Flows was created by the 
legislature to evaluate options for providing 
adequate environmental flows (Senate 
Bill 1639, 78th Legislative Session). This 
commission issued a report in 2004 which was 
the basis for environmental flow legislation 
proposed in Article 1, Senate Bill 3, 79th 
Legislative Session. That legislation proposed 
a basin specific consensus based process to 
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recommend environmental flow regimes that 
would be incorporated into an environmental 
flow standard through rulemaking by the 
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality 
and considered in future water rights 
permit applications.  In addition, the Texas 
Commission on Environmental Quality would 
establish an amount of water that would 
be set aside for the environment through 
rulemaking.  In the event of an emergency, 
the Texas Commission on Environmental 
Quality could temporarily make available 
any environmental flow set aside for other 
beneficial uses.  Applications for new water 
that are issued prior to Texas Commission 
on Environmental Quality’s rulemaking 
for environmental flow standards and set 
aside in the applicable basin would contain 
provisions to adjust any environmental flow 
condition by 12.5 percent. The legislation 
authorized the TWDB to use the Research 
and Planning Fund of the Water Assistance 
Fund to cover certain administrative and 
technical assistance costs associated with 
science advisory and stakeholder activities.

At the conclusion of the 79th Legislative 
Session however, Senate Bill 3 did not pass. In 
October 2005, Governor Rick Perry issued an 
Executive Order creating the Environmental 
Flows Advisory Committee and appointed 
members to the committee in February, 
2006. The committee was charged with 
developing recommendations to establish a 
process that will achieve a consensus-based, 
regional approach to integrate environmental 
flow protection with flows for human needs.

Issue: Water Conservation
The Legislature should review the Water 
Conservation and Implementation Task Force 
recommendations and implement those that will 
result in optimal levels of water-use efficiency 
and water conservation for the citizens of Texas.

In 2003, the 78th Texas Legislature considered 
a broad spectrum of issues related to 
water conservation and established the 
Water Conservation Implementation Task 
Force via passage of Senate Bill 1094, 78th 
Legislative Session in order to review, 
evaluate, and recommend optimum levels 
of water use efficiency and conservation 
for the state and to develop a best 

management practices guide for use by 
planning groups and political subdivisions 
responsible for water delivery service.

As directed by the legislature the TWDB 
selected individuals who would be 
willing to serve voluntarily on the task 
force that represented the following 
entities and interest groups:

(1) Texas Commission on 
Environmental Quality; 

(2) Texas Department of Agriculture; 

(3) Texas Parks and Wildlife Department; 

(4) Texas State Soil and Water 
Conservation Board; 

(5) Texas Water Development Board; 

(6) regional water planning groups; 

(7) federal agencies; 

(8) municipalities; 

(9) groundwater conservation districts; 

(10) river authorities; 

(11) environmental groups; 

(12) irrigation districts; 

(13) industries; 

(14) institutional water users; 

(15) professional organizations focused   
 on water conservation; and 

(16) higher education.
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The task force was to review, evaluate, and 
recommend optimum levels of water-use 
efficiency and conservation for Texas and 
to concentrate on issues related to (1) best 
management practices, (2) implementation 
of conservation strategies contained in 
regional water plans, (3) a statewide public-
awareness program, (4) state funding of 
incentive programs, (5) goals and targets 
for per-capita water use considering 
climatic and demographic differences, 
and (6) evaluation of state oversight and 
support of conservation. The task force was 
to develop recommendations that would 
facilitate and encourage, to the greatest 
extent practicable, the implementation of 
appropriate water conservation measures 
by municipalities, industry, and agricultural 
interests. The task force developed a Best 
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awareness program, (4) state funding of 
incentive programs, (5) goals and targets 
for per-capita water use considering 
climatic and demographic differences, 
and (6) evaluation of state oversight and 
support of conservation. The task force was 
to develop recommendations that would 
facilitate and encourage, to the greatest 
extent practicable, the implementation of 
appropriate water conservation measures 
by municipalities, industry, and agricultural 
interests. The task force developed a Best 

Management Practices Guide consisting of 21 
municipal, 14 industrial, and 20 agricultural 
water conservation best management 
practices. The practices contained in the 
Best Management Practices Guide are 
voluntary efficiency measures that save a 
quantifiable amount of water, either directly 
or indirectly, and that can be implemented 
within a specified timeframe. This Best 
Management Practices Guide has been 
used extensively by planning groups to 
identify and recommend water conservation 
strategies in their 2006 Regional Water Plans.

The task force made 25 recommendations 
that it believed will greatly enhance 
the ability and desire of Texans to 
implement water conservation strategies 
to meet their water-supply needs. These 
recommendations are summarized below:
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1. consider best management practices 
to be voluntary measures only;

2. create and fund a statewide water 
conservation public awareness campaign;

3. provide regional water conservation 
coordinators to planning groups;

4. establish a public recognition program 
for water conservation efforts;

5. provide grant funding for innovative 
water conservation programs;

6. provide cost-share funding for on-
farm agricultural water conservation 
best management practices;

7. continue funding the state 
brush control program;

8. develop a standard methodology 
to calculate gallons-per-
capita-per-day water use;

9. adoption of task force recommended 
targets and goals for water conservation;

10. consideration of water conservation water 
management strategies by planning group 
to meet any identified water supply need;

11. require water conservation as a 
criteria for state funding and provide 
for enforcement of entities that 
fail to adopt a water conservation 
plan or conduct required reporting 
on water conservation efforts;

12. create a water conservation 
advisory council to advise on 
water conservation matters;

13. develop a database for cataloging and 
tracking water conservation plans;

14. establish performance standards 
for toilet retrofits;

15. establish a water management 
resource library;

16. continue funding state water 
conservation programs;

17. continue funding for state 
water conservation research 
and education programs;

18. endorse land stewardship as a 
water conservation strategy;

19. study the impacts, if any, of 
“take-or-pay” contracts on 
water conservation efforts;

20. expand funding of Texas A&M University’s 
potential evapotranspiration network;

21. coordinate state requirements 
for water conservation and 
distribution system capacities;

22. provide protection from 
cancellation of water rights due 
to water conservation efforts;

23. conduct “end-use” studies of 
residential water demand;

24. provide funding assistance to bridge gaps 
in water conservation resources; and

25. provide additional funding 
for water use data.

In the 79th Texas Legislature, House Bill 
1224 provided for implementation of 
recommendation 19 by requiring the TWDB 
to conduct a research study of the impacts 
of “take-or-pay” contracts on water 
conservation efforts. In addition, due to 
efforts of individuals and local and regional 
water providers, localized implementation 
of recommendation 2, funding of a water 
conservation public awareness program 
has occurred.  The logo “WATER IQ - Know 
Your Water” has been developed with 
funding assistance from at least 36 water 
providers and other associations and is 
being utilized by several individual water 
providers including the North Texas Municipal 
Water Authority, the City of Austin, and 
the Lower Colorado River Authority.

Senate Bill 3, 79th Legislative Session, did not 
pass into law; however, it contained statutory 
provisions that would have implemented 
recommendations 1, 2, 9, 11, 22.

21
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Issue: Expedited  
Amendment Process

The Legislature should provide statutory 
authority in Texas Water Code, Section 16.053 
to allow for an expedited process for minor 
amendments to regional water plans where 
TWDB’s Executive Administrator determines the 
amendment will not result in over-allocation of a 
source, is not related to a new reservoir, and does 
not have a significant impact on instream flows 
or fresh water inflows to bays and estuaries.

Texas Water Code, Section 16.053 requires 
that water supply projects meet needs in 
a manner consistent with the state water 
plan and an approved regional water plan 
to qualify for state financial assistance and 
Texas Water Code, Section 11.134 requires 
that proposed water appropriations address 
water supply needs in a manner consistent 
with state and regional water plans to 
receive a water right permit from the Texas 
Commission on Environmental Quality.  In 
the event an applicant’s project does not 
meet needs in a manner consistent with the 
state and regional water plans, the applicant 

must seek amendment of the appropriate 
regional water plan and the state water 
plan or seek a waiver of this requirement.  
Such amendments can be costly and 
time-consuming in that the following 
requirements exist relating to amendments:

• 60 days notice and comment period 
prior to amending their plan;

• Notice must be provided to each 
municipality greater than 1,000 
population, each county judge, 
each river authority or special law 
district, each retail public utility, and 
each surface water right holder;

• Notice must be published in a newspaper 
of general circulation in each county 
located in whole or in part in the 
regional water planning area; and

• A public hearing on the proposed 
amendment must be conducted 
to obtain public comments.

This recommendation for an expedited amend-
ment process would result in the following re-
quirements for adoption of minor amendments to 
regional water plans:
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• Two week notice, posted in a place 
readily accessible to the general 
public, of the public meeting at 
which the amendment will be 
considered, similar to notice of a 
regular planning group meeting; and

• Consideration of public comments 
by the planning group at their 
public meeting where the 
amendment is being considered.

Issue: Indirect Reuse
The Legislature should develop policy 
in response to the following questions 
identified by the Texas Water Conservation 
Association’s Reuse Committee:

(1) Under current law, is the use of 
wastewater effluent after discharge to 
a stream a use of “state water” subject 
to the laws of prior appropriation or is it 
subject to a different regulatory scheme?

(2) Does current law allow effluent 
derived from different sources of water 
to be treated differently for purposes of 
evaluating a request to reuse this effluent?

(3) Does current law provide for 
different treatment of effluent derived 

from “future” and “existing” return 
flows, regardless of the source?

(4) Who can obtain indirect reuse rights?  
and

(5) To what extent should protection 
be afforded to the environment 
in reuse permitting decisions?

A briefing memo to the Commissioners of 
the Texas Commission on Environmental 
Quality dated February 25, 2005, describes 
reuse as follows: “In water rights permitting, 
“reuse” is the use of surface water 
which has already been beneficially used 
once under a water right, or the use of 
groundwater which has been used.” 30 Texas 
Administrative Code (TAC) §297.1(44).  There 
are two types of reuse: indirect reuse and 
direct reuse. Indirect reuse is the reuse 
of water, usually treated effluent, which 
is placed back into the river or stream. 
This generally occurs when a wastewater 
treatment plant discharges effluent into a 
stream and either the discharger or another 
person or entity diverts the effluent further 
downstream to use again. In contrast, 
direct reuse occurs when effluent from 
a wastewater treatment plant is piped 
directly to a place where it is used.
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Historically, much of the effluent from 
wastewater treatment plants was returned 
to the rivers or streams of the state. 
Some of the water rights in this state have 
been permitted based on the existence of 
treated effluent in the rivers and streams. 
In addition, a portion of the effluent that 
has been discharged into rivers and streams 
has been available to the environment.  
Increasingly, there is interest is reusing 
this effluent to meet increasing water 
supply needs.  In the 2006 Regional Water 
Plans, both direct and/or indirect reuse 
is a recommended water management 
strategy in 14 of the 16 plans. These 
recommendations include a total of 1.3 
million acre-feet of supply by 2060 which 
includes 373,587 acre-feet from direct 
reuse and 929,470 from indirect reuse.

In permitting indirect reuse through a bed 
and banks authorization from the Texas 
Commission on Environmental Quality, 

several issues arise related to the existing 
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality 
rules or the statute.  Some of these issues 
include: the type of analysis required 
for bed and banks permits; should the 
indirect reuse of groundwater have the 
same requirements as for indirect reuse of 
surface water; does the owner of the water 
right, the entity that has contracted to 
purchase water and treated the wastewater, 
or other parties have the right to apply 
for a bed and banks permit; and should 
historically discharged effluent have the 
same requirements as future discharges?

The 80th Legislative Session’s interim charges 
for both the House and Senate Natural 
Resources Committees include the topic 
of reuse. In addition, the Texas Water 
Conservation Association has appointed 
a Reuse Committee which prepared a 
report titled “Texas Water Rights and 
Wastewater Reuse” (See Appendix).
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New Water from Desalination

Freshwater in Texas is limited—there is only 
so much rainfall and fresh surface water and 
groundwater to go around. With the population 
of Texas expected to reach almost 46 million by 
2060, it will not be enough to simply identify 
new sources of fresh water. Texas needs new 
water! Desalination—the process of turning 
saline water into freshwater—is the only current 
technology that promises to deliver substantial 
amounts of new, drought-proof water.

Because of its location, desalination is ready-
made for Texas. A great deal of Texas, 367 
miles worth, borders the Gulf of Mexico, 
which is a limitless supply of saline water 
from the Atlantic Ocean. Even people deep 
in the heart of Texas can benefit from 
desalination: there is an ocean of saline 
water, called brackish groundwater, hidden 
in the ground—2.7 billion acre-feet worth.

Desalination has been around for decades, 
but only recently has become affordable on 
a large scale—and Texas is leading the way. 
Governor Rick Perry, recognizing the importance 
of desalination to the future of Texas, 
directed the TWDB to develop a large-scale 
demonstration seawater desalination project. 
The Texas Legislature supported these efforts 
by providing funding for feasibility and pilot 

plant studies for Brownsville, 
Corpus Christi, and Freeport. 
The Legislature also provided 
funding for brackish groundwater 
desalination demonstration 
projects which was awarded 
to the North Cameron Regional 
Water Supply Corporation and 

the cities of Kenedy and San Angelo. The El 
Paso-Fort Bliss Brackish Desalination Project 
currently under construction shows great 
promise and, when completed, will be the 
largest inland desalination plant in the world. 
In the current regional water plans, 9 of the 
16 planning groups included desalination 
projects as recommended water management 
strategies to meet water supply needs.

Desalination is not without challenges. Disposal 
of the concentrate—the salty waste product 
of the desalination process—can be expensive 
and have environmental consequences. High 
energy costs affect the cost of desalinated 
water. Predicting the long-term ability of 
brackish groundwater aquifers to produce 
water is difficult because there is a lack of 
information on these aquifers. Permitting 
desalination plants and the disposal of 
concentrate can be challenging. However, the 
TWDB and others are working to address these 
economic, policy, and scientific challenges.

Over the last five years, Texas has made great 
strides toward delivering on the promise of 
desalination. Today, Texas is recognized as a 
national and world leader in this important 
technology. This continued leadership will 
ensure that, in the future, where there 
was once salt, there will be water.

Regions that  
have recommended  
water management 
strategies for desalination.
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HOW TO USE THE STATE WATER PLAN
The 2007 State Water Plan has three volumes each representing a different tier or level of detail. 

Volume 1 is an executive summary to provide a basic overview of the plan with major highlights and the  
TWDB’s policy recommendations. Volume I summarizes information at the state level.

Volume II includes more detail and discusses key results of the 2006 Regional Water Plans including:

@ Chapter 1 (Introduction) summarizes the results of the state water plan.

@ Chapter 2 (Regional Summaries) provides graphics, tables, and text summarizing results for each 
planning area. 

@ Chapter 3 (Fifty Years of Water Planning in Texas) presents the general history of state water planning 
in Texas, including how water management strategies and the planning process have evolved 
over the past 50 years, and discusses the implementation status of water management strategies 
recommended in the 2002 State Water Plan. 

@ Chapter 4 (Population and Water Demand Projections) summarizes the methodology and results for 
population and water demand projections, including discussions of how different economic sectors  
use water. 

@ Chapter 5 (Climate of Texas) discusses the climate of Texas, including general rainfall patterns  
and information on the frequency and magnitude of drought in the state. 

@ Chapter 6 (Surface Water Resources) presents detailed information on the state’s surface water 
resources and includes estimates of available and existing surface water.

@ Chapter 7 (Groundwater Resources) presents detailed information on the state’s groundwater  
resources and includes estimates of available and existing groundwater.

@ Chapter 8 (Water Reuse) discusses water reuse in Texas, including projections of existing water 
supplies generated by this practice. 

@ Chapter 9 (Water Supply Needs) summarizes water supply needs for different water users in the  
state during drought conditions and the potential socioeconomic impacts of not addressing water 
supplies needs. 

@ Chapter 10 (Water Management Strategies) discusses water management strategies recommended  
by planning groups and the volume and costs associated with these strategies. 

@ Chapter 11 (Plan Implementation Funding) summarizes implementation costs of the 2007 State  
Water Plan, including statewide and regional cost estimates for water supply, water distribution  
and transmission infrastructure, wastewater treatment, and flood control. 

@ Chapter 12 (Challenges and Uncertainties in Water Planning) analyzes the challenges and uncertainties, 
such as changing conditions, natural or human disasters, and policy and legislative impacts, that 
effect regional and state water planning. 

@ Chapter 13 (Planning Group Policy Recommendations) presents the range of policy issues and 
recommendations identified by planning groups. 

Volume III is a digital version of the 16 regional plans and a database of the regional water planning information  
for each water user group in the Texas. It is on the TWDB Web site. The regional water plans are available at: 
http://www.twdb.state.tx.us/rwpg/main-docs/2006RWPindex.asp and the TWDB’s Regional Water Planning 
Database 2007 can be accessed at http://www.twdb.state.tx.us/data/db07/DefaultSelect.asp.
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TEXAS WATER RIGHTS AND WASTEWATER REUSE 
PREPARED BY THE REUSE COMMITTEE OF THE TEXAS WATER CONSERVATION ASSOCIATION 

Introduction 

Generally, about sixty percent (60%) of all water diverted from Texas’ rivers and streams or 
groundwater pumped for municipal purposes enters the state’s watercourses as discharges of 
treated effluent from wastewater treatments plants.  Once considered a threat to surface water 
supplies, due in part to actual or perceived water quality concerns, the value of this treated 
effluent is now clearly recognized.  This is evidenced by a much heightened interest in reuse 
projects to meet current and future increased municipal demands.  Further, the concept of reuse 
is included in nearly every SB1 regional plan. Treated wastewater effluent discharged into 
Texas’ rivers also helps meet downstream water needs, including those of the environment and 
agriculture. These competing interests in return flows have crystallized the need to resolve many 
legal issues involving reuse.   

The purpose of this white paper is to: (1) provide some basic legal background and context 
concerning reuse of wastewater under current Texas law; (2) identify disputed issues with 
existing law in Texas that may warrant legislative clarification; (3) summarize the various 
arguments offered on both sides of these issues, without offering an opinion as to the merits of 
these arguments; (4) and discuss potential consequences of various policy alternatives. The 
issues discussed in this paper include:  

(1) Under current law, is the use of wastewater effluent after discharge to a stream a use of 
“state water” subject to the laws of prior appropriation or is it subject to a different 
regulatory scheme?  

(2) Does current law allow effluent derived from different sources of water to be treated 
differently for purposes of evaluating a request to reuse this effluent?  

(3) Does current law provide for different treatment of effluent derived from “future” and 
“existing” return flows, regardless of the source? 

(4) Who can obtain indirect reuse rights? 

(5) To what extent should protection be afforded to the environment in reuse permitting 
decisions? 

While this paper attempts to identify discrete issues for discussion, it must be stressed that few of 
the issues identified above can be handled discretely. Indeed, many of these issues are so 
intertwined that resolution of one issue can and will impact how other issues will need to be 
considered and resolved.  Moreover, while the disputes over indirect reuse are often 
characterized as a fight between municipalities or dischargers versus senior water rights holders 
and the environment, the reality is much more complex.  Ownership, geographic distribution, 
sources of water supply, historical reliance on return flows in water rights permitting, and 
priority of water rights within each river basin vary greatly statewide.  Thus, any decisions on the 
issues set forth in this paper are certain to result in different impacts, “winners,” and “losers,” 
depending on the specific facts of each basin and the interests involved.  The question is often 
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not whether reuse will occur, but by whom. The ability to engage in indirect or direct reuse 
translates directly to an ability by some water providers to delay development of additional water 
supplies while at the same time forcing others to look for alternative water supplies sooner rather 
than later when the availability of return flows for their use is diminished.  

Background – The difference between direct and indirect reuse  

Direct reuse 
 
Direct reuse is the use of wastewater effluent that involves delivery of effluent via pipelines, 
storage tanks and other necessary infrastructure directly from the wastewater treatment plant to 
others before discharging the effluent into a watercourse.1   
 
In Texas today, it is undisputed that a surface water right holder may directly reuse and fully 
consume effluent, subject only to the limitations contained in the underlying water right from 
which the effluent was derived.2   Where contracts or other laws have clearly transferred 
ownership of that effluent to another, such as the wastewater treatment provider, the direct reuse 
rights may lie with the owner of the effluent.  This approach is generally consistent with a water 
right holder’s right to fully consume the water granted under its water right, subject only to the 
limitations expressed within the “four corners” of the water right.  This approach is also 
generally consistent with how wastewater treatment providers operate today.  Owners of 
wastewater treatment plants generally have a wastewater discharge (TPDES) permit from the 
state that allows them to discharge treated effluent to a watercourse. TPDES permits are not 
viewed as imposing a “duty” or obligation on the wastewater treatment plant owners/operator to 
continue to discharge effluent at a particular location or in a particular quantity. Rather, these 
permits restrict the circumstances under which any discharge may occur, if at all.  
 
Obtaining authorization for direct reuse under today’s regulatory scheme is fairly streamlined.  
Typically, only certain water quality authorizations must be obtained from TCEQ to do this kind 
of reuse.3  A water right holder may directly reuse the unconsumed water in a relatively 
unfettered manner so long as the reuse is accomplished for the purposes and in the location of 
use provided in the underlying water right from which the effluent is derived.  Although the 
direct reuse of effluent reduces the amount of flow in the watercourse that is available 
downstream for use by other water rights holders and the environment,  additional water rights 
authorizations are typically not required and thus, these impacts to other water rights and the 
environment are not addressed.   
 
Some owners of wastewater treatment plants have relied on existing law and invested 
considerable funds in implementing and planning for expanded direct reuse projects.  In some 
cases, wastewater treatment operators are required or have chosen to operate under a “no 
discharge” permit, which requires them to directly reuse all of the effluent. In most instances, 
however, direct reuse projects are relatively small in scale. Moreover, there remain practical, 
technical, political, and fiscal limitations on the ability to implement large direct reuse projects.  
                                                 
1 See 30 TEX. ADMIN CODE § 297.1(44). 
2 TEX. WATER CODE § 11.046(c). 
3 See TEX. ADMIN. CODE ch. 210. 
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Human consumption of treated wastewater effluent has yet to gain widespread social acceptance 
in Texas.  The use of treated wastewater for landscape irrigation in areas of heavier human use 
(e.g. parks and school grounds) has been met with resistance in some areas even though the 
effluent must be treated to a high standard.  Thus, in some cases, high quality potable water is 
still used for some purposes even though treated effluent could be used under today’s rules.  This 
limited implementation of direct reuse projects means that the availability of return flows to meet 
downstream needs has not yet been significantly impacted. However, it is believed that. as 
treatment technology advances and treatment costs decrease, and as water becomes more scarce 
and the cost of developing and delivering new supplies increases, direct reuse of treated effluent 
(even for human consumption) will become more attractive and feasible over time.   
 
 Indirect Reuse 
 
Treated wastewater that is not directly reused and is instead discharged to a watercourse is 
“return flow.”4 The subsequent downstream diversion and use of wastewater return flows is 
commonly referred to as “indirect reuse.” Indirect reuse substitutes transportation via a state 
watercourse for the pipeline, and accompanying capital cost, associated with traditional direct 
reuse projects.  The ability to use the stream as the “pipeline” may also provide the added benefit 
of reducing costs of treating the diverted water, as the mixing and transportation process in the 
watercourse actually provides additional natural treatment.  Like direct reuse, indirect reuse 
ultimately reduces the amount of flow in the watercourse that is available for use by other water 
rights holders and the environment. This effect, of course, is most evident downstream of the 
point where the indirect reuse occurs. Upstream of the indirect reuse point, the return flows 
continue to provide some instream flow benefit. In contrast to the clear authority to engage in 
direct reuse without water rights permitting implications, the ability to engage in indirect reuse is 
less clear. There are currently pending before TCEQ a large number of water rights applications 
seeking indirect reuse authorization, nearly all of which have been protested. In some cases, 
these permits applications derive from projects contained in regional water plans.  Many of the 
issues posed in those protests are more fully discussed in the following Issues section of this 
paper.  

 
  

 
ISSUES DISCUSSION 

 

(1) Under current law, is the use of wastewater effluent after discharge to a stream 
“state water” subject to the laws of prior appropriation or is it subject to a different 
regulatory scheme?  

With regard to surface waters, Texas generally follows the prior appropriation doctrine to 
authorize use of this state water.  Under this principal, available water is permitted for use on a 
“first in time, first in right” basis.  Except in very limited circumstances, a permit is required to 
use state water.  One aim of this permitting process is to ensure that available water supplies are 

                                                 
4 30 TEX. ADMIN. CODE § 297.1(43).  
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not overcommitted. Indeed, an application for a new appropriation may only be granted upon a 
finding that: (a) the application meets the statutory requirements, (b) water is available, and (c) 
the proposed appropriation is for a beneficial purpose, does not impair existing water rights, is 
not detrimental to the public welfare, is consistent with the state and regional water plans, 
addresses water conservation concerns, and includes proper consideration of environmental 
needs.5
 
One of the most basic disputes in the fight over indirect reuse is whether wastewater return flows 
are subject to this or some other regulatory scheme. As discussed below, the source of this 
dispute is rooted in language contained in two statutes, both of which were modified in 1997 by 
Senate Bill 1: Water Code § 11.046 and Water Code § 11.042. 
 
Bed and Banks Authorization of Reuse 

Those who advocate that wastewater return flows are not subject to the permitting requirements 
that apply to new appropriations focus on Texas Water Code § 11.0426 – the “Bed and Banks” 
statute. These applicants argue that section 11.042 changed preexisting law to provide an 
independent basis for granting indirect reuse authorizations outside the established prior 
appropriations permitting scheme.   

Section 11.042 contemplates the issuance of permits for the delivery of certain waters down the 
bed and banks of a watercourse under three separate circumstances. Subsection (a) provides the 
statutory guidelines for delivery of stored waters from reservoirs using the bed and banks of a 
watercourse and is not at issue here. Subsection (b) provides a statutory basis for delivery of 
effluent derived from groundwater, and is discussed more fully under Issue (2) in this paper. 
Many argue that subsection (c) provides the basis for indirect reuse authorizations of surface-
water derived effluent. It states: 

Except as otherwise provided in Subsection (a) of this section, a person who 
wishes to convey and subsequently divert water in a watercourse or stream must 
obtain the prior approval of the commission through a bed and banks 
authorization. The authorization shall allow to be diverted only the amount of 
water put into a watercourse or stream, less carriage losses and subject to any 
special conditions that may address the impact of the discharge, conveyance, and 
diversion on existing permits, certified filings, or certificates of adjudication, 
instream uses, and freshwater inflows to bays and estuaries. Water discharged into 
a watercourse or stream under this chapter shall not cause a degradation of water 
quality to the extent that the stream segment's classification would be lowered. . ..  

Many applicants for indirect reuse authorization argue that “water” in section 11.042(c) includes 
all types of water (including surface-water derived effluent) except those specifically addressed 
in other sections of section 11.042 and that section 11.042(c) removes indirect reuse from the 
process for permitting new appropriations.  They further argue that no priority date should attach 
to indirect reuse, or that, if a priority date must be assigned, it should be the same priority date 

                                                 
5 See TEX. WATER CODE ANN. § 11.134(b). 
6 See also 30 TEX. ADMIN. CODE § 297.16. 
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that is associated with the underlying water right from which the return flows derive. Applicants 
also argue that the protections embedded in section 11.042(c) are sufficient to protect the 
environment and all existing water rights holders.  Others argue that section 11.042(c) actually 
represents a limitation on one’s private property right to reuse effluent that did not previously 
exist.   

Further, because a water right holder is entitled to consumptively use or directly reuse 100% of 
the water granted under an appropriative right (unless otherwise expressly limited in the permit7), 
and because all requests for new appropriations in recent years have been evaluated assuming 
that the waters under these existing rights will be fully consumed (i.e. there will be no return 
flows), many argue that a bed and banks permit is the proper mechanism for granting legal rights 
to indirect reuse of effluent.  
 
Indirect Reuse Permits As New Appropriations 

Those arguing that any legal claim to wastewater return flows must be sought through the 
ordinary water rights permitting process largely rely on preexisting law and Water Code § 
11.046. This statute, which also provides the clear authority for direct reuse, provides in pertinent 
part that:  

 

Once water has been diverted under a [water right] and then returned to a 
watercourse or stream … it is considered surplus water[ ]8  and therefore subject to 
reservation for instream uses or beneficial inflows or to appropriation by others 
unless expressly provided otherwise in the permit, certified filing, or certificate of 
adjudication.  

Supporters of this position argue that this language codifies the common law, which held that an 
appropriator had no claim to water that had escaped his land, particularly once it drained into a 
natural watercourse.9 They argue that wastewater return flows are “considered surplus water” 
under section 11.046(c) and thus should be treated as available for use by other downstream 
water rights holders or subject to permitting only as a new appropriation. 

Since section 11.042(c) uses the term "water" and not "effluent" or "return flows," some offer 
that this section applies to other sources of water proposed to be transferred through state 
watercourses, such as groundwater or imported surface water (often referred to as “developed 
water”).  This interpretation, they contend, gives meaning to the term “water” used in section 
11.042(c) without the apparent conflict between this section and the provisions of section 

                                                 
7 See TEX. WATER CODE ANN. § 11.046. 
8 See TEX. WATER CODE § 11.002(10); 30 TEX. ADMIN. CODE § 297.1(53). 
9 In City of San Marcos v. Texas Comm’n on Envt’l Quality, 128 S.W.3d 264 (Tex. App. – Austin 2004, pet. 
denied), the court ruled that, prior to Senate Bill 1 amendments to the Water Code, no common law right existing by 
which a city might claim ownership of its wastewater effluent following its discharge into a state watercourse. 
Instead, a new appropriation was required.  See also WELLS A. HUTCHINS, THE TEXAS LAW OF WATER RIGHTS 155 
(1961).  See also Ronald A. Kaiser, Texas Water Marketing in the Next Millennium: A Conceptual and Legal 
Analysis, 27 TEX. TECH L. REV. 181 (1996); South Texas Water Co. v. Bieri, 247 S.W.2d 268, 272-73 (Tex. Civ. 
App. – Galveston 1952, writ ref’d n.r.e.). 
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11.046(c), and without requiring a dual permitting requirement to secure a new appropriation 
under section 11.046(c) and a bed and banks authorization under section 11.042(c).   

Consequences of Different Approaches to Permitting Indirect Reuse 
 
The implications of how indirect reuse of surface water-derived effluent is permitted, if at all, 
could have enormous implications with regard to who might ultimately obtain such rights, the 
value of those rights for providing a quantifiable, reliable water supply that can be appropriately 
protected from use by others, and how potential impacts on other water users and the 
environment might be addressed.  As mentioned earlier, this choice is not always between cities 
and river authorities or upstream and downstream interests.  If anything, the choice may best be 
characterized as one between: (1) entities seeking to increase their legally available water supply 
beyond that which they currently hold by contract or water right in a manner that, in many cases, 
may be more cost-effective or politically acceptable (or both) than a new water supply contract, 
reservoir project, or costly pipeline, and (2) existing water rights holders or environmental 
interests who have relied upon or wish to preserve future availability of return flows to meet their 
own needs, environmental flow needs, or the needs of downstream senior rights who would 
otherwise make calls upstream to junior rights for the passage of inflows. 
 
Some of the more specific consequences of a “bed and banks” approach to indirect reuse of 
surface water-based effluent under section 11.042 include:                
 

(1) Protections afforded existing water rights and environmental needs may be less than 
that statutorily required for a new appropriation.  For example, assignment of no 
priority date or a priority date of the underlying water right renders off-limits those 
return flows from claims by existing water rights that may have relied on the 
availability of those return flows to improve reliability of their rights.   

(2) Use of section 11.042 as an indirect reuse authorization mechanism would require 
development of a detailed accounting system to track discharges and diversions of 
return flows that fall outside the priority system of allocating waters in a 
watercourse; 

(3) Removing return flows from the available “pool” of water available to satisfy 
determined environmental needs, if any, could result in an inability to meet any 
such needs, cause the burden to be borne by other water rights holders, or increase 
the cost of meeting any such needs. 

(4) Indirect reuse could significantly extend the water supply available to the entity 
receiving the authorization. 

(5) The State retains some right to evaluate and address the impact of indirect reuse on 
the environment and other water rights. (The extent of this right is the subject of 
other issues discussed in this paper.) 

By comparison, the types of specific consequences that some suggest result if indirect reuse is 
treated as a new appropriation under section 11.046 include: 
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(1) In many basins, the water in the watercourses, even after including return flows, 
can be fully allocated to existing water rights (at least up to the reliability standard 
required to permit such use). In these and other cases, determined environmental 
water needs of the stream or bay systems may exceed the amount of water 
remaining for appropriation.  New permits for indirect reuse could probably not 
be issued in these basins. 

(2) Even if water is found to be available, the water right will receive a junior priority 
date.  Under the “first in time, first in right” approach, this means that these water 
rights are more likely to be reduced or cut off in times of severe drought.  

(3) Increased development of direct reuse projects is likely to occur if other water 
supply strategies cannot be identified. 

(2) Does current law allow effluent derived from different sources of water to be treated 
differently for purposes of evaluating a request to reuse this effluent?  

Groundwater-based effluent  

Section 11.042(b), also enacted in 1997, provides a separate mechanism for addressing the 
indirect reuse of effluent derived from groundwater.  Specifically, section 11.042(b) reads:  

A person who wishes to discharge and then subsequently divert and reuse the 
person's existing return flows derived from privately owned groundwater must 
obtain prior authorization from the commission for the diversion and the reuse of 
these return flows. The authorization may allow for the diversion and reuse by the 
discharger of existing return flows, less carriage losses, and shall be subject to 
special conditions if necessary to protect an existing water right that was granted 
based on the use or availability of these return flows. Special conditions may also 
be provided to help maintain instream uses and freshwater inflows to bays and 
estuaries. A person wishing to divert and reuse future increases of return flows 
derived from privately owned groundwater must obtain authorization to reuse 
increases in return flows before the increase.[10] 

Effluent derived from Imported or Stored Waters 

While section 11.042(b) singles out groundwater-derived effluent for specific regulatory 
treatment, section 11.042(c) does not identify the source(s) of the “water” to which it refers, 
thereby leaving open for argument the issue of whether or how effluent derived from other water 
supplies is to be treated, if at all, under section 11.042(c).   

                                                 
10 This language essentially tracks the decision by Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission (TNRCC) 
(predecessor to the TCEQ) in the City of San Marcos case, in which the City of San Marcos sought a bed and banks 
authorization to convey groundwater-derived effluent for subsequent diversion and use downstream under the 
statutes that existed prior to the adoption of SB 1 and section 11.042(c). 
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Because imported waters from another basin, and the effluent derived from them, are sources of 
supply that would not have ordinarily been available to meet downstream environmental needs 
or those of downstream water rights holders in the receiving basin, some argue different and 
perhaps less onerous treatment is appropriate, especially in light of already existing barriers to 
interbasin transfers.   
 
A few have also argued that effluent derived from waters that are first stored in an in-basin 
reservoir are waters that would not have been available to the environment or downstream water 
rights but for the initial efforts of the entity that constructed the reservoir to capture and store the 
source water.  Others suggest that there is no difference between reuse of effluent derived from 
in-basin surface water previously stored in a reservoir and effluent derived from in-basin surface 
water diverted under a run-of-river permit.   
 
As discussed above under issue (1), many generally recognize there may be a valid basis for 
distinguishing between supplies that are derived in-basin versus out-of-basin supplies or 
groundwater.  This may be particularly appropriate for new or increased levels of return flows 
from these water supplies, where no existing water right holder or the environment has come to 
rely upon those return flows.  Indeed, because imported waters are required to go through a 
rigorous interbasin transfer permitting process that in part addresses impacts to environmental 
flows and senior rights in the basin of origin, it is arguably already burdened by significant 
restrictions. Many argue that imposing additional requirements to meet environmental needs in 
the receiving basin on top of these other requirements represent a punitive requirement on 
interbasin transfers that have been identified as necessary to meet growing water supply needs. 

(3) Does current law provide for different treatment of effluent derived from “future” 
and “existing” or “historical” return flows, regardless of the source? 

While the terms “existing return flows” and “future increases in return flows” are terms that are 
only contained within the statute that deals with groundwater-based return flows (section 
11.042(b)), both the nature of the distinction to be made with regard to groundwater-based return 
flows and whether any such a distinction can or should be made by regulators when other 
sources of supply are involved continues to foster considerable debate.  Confusion seems to arise 
around the use of the terms “existing” and “future” return flows, which contributes to the debate.  
The term “historical” is used by many as synonymous with “existing” return flows. Some use the 
term “historical” or “existing” return flows to mean only those return flows that have been 
actually discharged, whereas others use the term to include return flows that derive from existing 
water rights whether or not they have ever actually been discharged. Similarly, to some, the term 
“future” return flows means return flows that have never  actually been discharged regardless of 
whether the return flows derive from an existing permitted in-basin or imported surface water 
supply or groundwater. Lastly, others use this term to refer only to return flows that derive from 
water supply sources that have yet to be permitted or, in the case of groundwater, developed.  
 
Regardless of the terminology, the issue comes down to whether increases in actual discharges of 
return flows above current or historical levels is “new” water to the system that could or should 
be treated as outside the prior appropriation system.  The argument in support of this approach is 
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that no water right holder or the environment has ever relied on the actual presence of  return 
flows to satisfy their day-to-day needs. Others dispute this contention, arguing that such 
assumptions have underlain significant investments in the purchase of water rights, execution of 
contracts, and construction of infrastructure.  Moreover, some argue that past water rights 
permitting decisions have included express or implicit assumptions about future increases of 
return flows derived from existing water rights and that this type of reliance on predicted return 
flow levels should be respected.  It is important to recognize that definitive proof of these kinds 
of assumptions is often elusive.  While those assumptions, if any, have only occasionally been 
stated expressly in agency orders, permits, or other contemporaneous documents, in many (if not 
most) other instances, any such assumptions may have been included in the evaluation of the 
water right or contract requirements in accordance with the common practices of the experts at 
that time and may not be fully documented, if at all.  In some cases, certain existing water rights 
holders have undoubtedly enjoyed an increase in the reliability of their water rights due to the 
presence of return flows, but clear reliance on the presence of these return flows in the permitting 
process is often difficult to document. If past permitting reliance is to be honored, defining the 
appropriate level of proof and the assignment of the burden of proof on this issue is something 
the Legislature may want to address.  These concerns seem to be present not only where in-basin 
return flows are at issue, but also in situations where the discharge of effluent derived from either 
groundwater or imported surface water has already occurred for some time and is projected to 
increase over time. 

(4) Who can obtain indirect reuse rights? 

Disputes also arise over whether existing law allows TCEQ to give preference to particular types 
of applicants for indirect reuse authorizations.  Some have suggested that holding the underlying 
water right should provide some preference under current law, whereas others have argued that 
ownership of the wastewater treatment plant confers a preference under current law.  Others have 
argued that current law does not necessarily establish any preference but that good policy would 
support giving preference to the water right holder or the discharger, but not third parties with no 
identifiable ownership interest in the wastewater or underlying water right.  As set forth below, 
the approach may depend on the statute under which indirect reuse applications are considered. 
As such, clarification of the Legislature's intent on this issue may be necessary. 
 
If surface–water derived return flows are treated as “surplus water” under section 11.046(c), 
available for appropriation by “others,” then it appears fairly clear that anyone may file such an 
application, regardless whether the applicant has any ownership interest in the facilities that are 
discharging the effluent or whether the applicant has an ownership interest in the underlying 
water right or contract for the water supply from which the effluent was derived. In that instance, 
TCEQ would presumably evaluate competing applications for the same water based on the type 
of use and merit of each application.   
 
Subsection 11.042(c), which some argue provides the sole basis for allowing the indirect reuse of 
surface-water derived return flows, refers to granting a “person” the right to “convey and 
subsequently divert water,” without regard to whether the “person” also needs to be the 
discharger of the water, the owner of the underlying surface water right from which the return 
flows are derived, or a person with a contract to either purchase the return flows from the 
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discharger or the underlying surface water from which the effluent is derived.  Indeed, some 
have suggested that any person or entity can seek a right under section 11.042(c) even if no 
contractual or ownership interest with respect to the return flows or underlying water supply 
exists.  
 
Section 11.042(b), which addresses indirect reuse of groundwater-based effluent, allows that “a 
person who wishes to discharge and then subsequently reuse the person’s existing return 
flows…” to obtain a permit.  This suggests that only the discharger of the return flows may 
obtain such authorization.  By contrast, with regard to future increases in return flows derived 
from groundwater-based effluent, the same subsection (11.042(b)) provides only that “a person 
who wishes to divert and reuse” these return flows needs a permit, perhaps suggesting that the 
same person seeking the permit need not also be the discharger, since the same phrase “discharge 
and…reuse” is not used.  As with section 11.042(c), some point to this different terminology for 
future increases in return flows to contend that any person can obtain indirect reuse rights to 
future groundwater-derived return flows even if no contractual or ownership interest with respect 
to the return flows or underlying groundwater exists.  

(5) To what extent should protections be afforded to the environment in reuse 
permitting decisions? 

The benefits that return flows may offer in supplying water to help meet environmental needs in 
many river basins is undisputed. The ongoing debate of how best to provide water to meet 
environmental needs of our rivers and bay systems has been further highlighted as the potential 
and need for the full use, and reuse, of water rights increases over time.  Regardless of the 
permitting approach used - whether through a new appropriation or a bed and banks 
authorization, or both - the effect of reuse on the environment is a significant issue.  Indeed, 
these approaches generally allow TCEQ to consider environmental flow needs in their 
assessment of the proposed reuse and include appropriately protective conditions.  The question 
then is the level of protection that is appropriate where reuse is concerned. One factor to consider 
in incorporating appropriate limitations in any reuse authorization may be the extent to which 
return flows are or may be relied upon to meet identified environmental flow needs when 
considered along with the responsibility of other water rights holders in the basin to provide for 
environmental flows.  Actual discharges of effluent and  past assumptions with respect to 
expected increases in return flows over time, if any, may be relevant.  Additionally, the extent to 
which artificially created environments made possible by historical return flows should be 
protected, should be considered.  Prior to the growth of cities and their resulting wastewater 
discharges, many streams in Texas, including some that were not considered perennial streams, 
had historical low flows well below current low flows. Fully protecting these artificial baseflows 
by limiting the amount of return flows that can be reused may not be prudent in light of the 
state's needs for additional water supplies. On the other hand, if an environment has been 
created, even through artificial means, the counterargument that many perennial streams in the 
state have been dammed up and diverted in a manner that did not take into account water for 
environmental flows suggests that some trade-off is appropriate. Future return flows that have 
not been relied upon to meet environmental needs may warrant different treatment.   
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Photo Citations for the Water for Texas 2007 
 
VOLUME I 

 
Cover……….Jay Raney, Rio Grande River in Big Bend National Park 
 
Page 1……….Joel L. Lardon, Medina River 
Page 2……….Mike Parcher, Bull Creek 
Page 4……….Texas Department of Transportation, Houston 
Page 5……….National Resource Conservation Service, United States Department 

of Agriculture, livestock and watering tank 
Page 6……….Trinity River Authority, Central Wastewater Treatment Plant 
Page 7……….Texas Department of Transportation, citrus being transported 

(upper left); Texas Department of Transportation, dam (upper 
right); National Resource Conservation Service, United States 
Department of Agriculture, rice fields (middle right) 

Page 8……….Texas Department of Transportation, Texas State Capitol 
Page 9……….United States Bureau of Reclamation, Curry Main Canal, Hidalgo 

County 
Page 10……….Neil Hamon, pumping plant replacement, Cameron County 

Irrigation District (lower right and left) 
Page 11……….Texas Department of Transportation, Lake Buchanan 
Page 12……….TWDB, El Paso Water Utilities Public Service Board, water reuse 

infrastructure 
Page 13……….Nick Starche, water tank 
Page 17……….Bureau of Economic Geology – John T. Ames, pond and 

bluebonnets (top); Bureau of Economic Geology – John T. Ames, 
Lake Travis (bottom) 

Page 18……….Texas State University, Deep Hole Springs 
Page 19……….Texas Department of Transportation, Pecos River 
Page 20……….Bureau of Economic Geology – John T. Ames, pond at sunset 
Page 21……….Deborah Evins, spring fed pond in Hill Country 
Page 22……….Bureau of Economic of Geology, pass in barrier island 
Page 23……….Tarrant Regional Water District, wetlands – water reuse project 
Page 24……….Jefferson County Drainage District No. 6, flood protection project 
Page 25……….NRS Engineering, Southmost Desalination Plant 
 
Back Cover……….Jay Raney, unidentified river (top left); Texas Department of 
Transportation, El Paso (top right); Jay Raney, unidentified waterfall (right, 
second from top); Texas Water Development Board, Angelina Water Supply 
Corporation water tower (left middle); Jay Raney, cracked earth (center); 
Robert Mace, windmill (right, third from top); John T. Ames, boats at low 
water level (bottom left), Texas Department of Transporation, city of Houston 
(bottom right) 
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